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153.  Proposed International Conference on Human Rights

Section E of the report of the Working Group, relating to the proposed inter-

national conferanee on human rightsÿ was submitted to the Committee as a working

paperÿ to serve as a basis for further discussion.   The section read as fol!ows:

!i!
[!:
l!:

"28.   The Committee gave a great deal of attention to the holding of an
International Conference during the International Year for Human Rights 1968.
The most important area of discussion was the formulation of the purposes of
the Confereneeÿ whether it would provide an effective medium or forum for the
purposes stated in resolution 6(ÿLX) of the Commission on Human Rights and
how best i1 could make a lasting contribution 1o the cause of human rights
within the meaning of General Assembly resolution 1961 (ÿ¥III).   It was
necessary to spend time to elaborate these purposes as a few members expressed
vague misgivings about the proposalÿ not because they considered it to be a
waste of time but because they doubted whether the likely results would justify
the substantial charge on the United Nations budget which an international
Conference of the kind contemplated would involve.

[G

"In view of "these considerations the following purposes were decided on
as a further elaboration of the original purposes stated in the resolution:

"(i)   %o review in the light of the repot% of four special regional
seminars to be held in 1966 and 1967ÿ the pregrÿsz Of %hÿ [ÿi½ed
Nations Human Rights Programme since the adoption of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights;

"(it)   to evaluate %he effectiveness of the methods and techniques used by
the United Nations in the field of human rights;

"(iii)   to formulate and prepare a programme of further measures %0 be

taken subsequent to the celebrations of Human Rights Year.
"29.  With regard to (i) the Committee felt that the review of progress within

States would be essential and would be best kept en a regional level.  This,
the Committee realized was a delicate matter.   There would always be the risk
that in an in½ernatioÿal forum such a review could be used to make

unjustifiable attacks on the policies of particular governments by excessive
concentration on known defects in their domestic human rights programme.   It
seemed to tke Committee therefore that sucha review could be most safely and
appropriately carried out in %he first placeÿ not in the conference proper
but in regional seminarsÿ one to be held in each of %he four main regions of
the world.   The purpose ef the seminars would be  (a) to discuss the methods
and techniques being used by the Member States of the region in implementing
human rights pregrammes;   (b) 1o examine the progress made by these ÿember
States with their national programmes and the obstacles these programmes have
encountered;   and (c) 1o reach conclusions in regard to the means whereby these
national programmes can be facilitatedÿ stimulated and improved in future,

"The seminarsÿ held under the United Nations Advisory Services Progrsmmeÿ
would be held in 1966 and 1967.   Such seminars would of course be attended by
experts who could be expected to examine %he achievements and %he shortcomings
of %heir own and sther countries.
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"In elaboration amd explanation of the third purpose of the conferenceÿ
(iii) above, the Comÿnittee is of the opinion that the conference should study
and encourage:

"(a) the adoption of measures designed to accelerate the promotion of
respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms in line with the provision
of General Assembly resolution 1776 (kÿII) which emphasizes the need to enhance
the effectiveness and increase the practical results of United Nations activity
in this field;  and should study

"(b) proposals aimed at securing effective implementation of the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights}

"(c) the elimination of overlapping by co-ordinating and consolidating
activities within the United Nations and the specialized agencies;

"(d) the effectiveness of the Advisory Services programme including
evaluation of its scope and proposals for its future development.

"30.   The Committee then considered by which organ of the United Nations the
Conference would be convenedÿ what would be its venu% its durationÿ the means
of preparing for it and its method of financing.   It was agreed that the
Conference shoula be convened by the General Assembly for a period of about
four weeks.   It could be held in the country of a Member S%ateÿ possessing
suitable facilities, willing to be host country and who is prepared to meet
the expenses.   Howeverÿ  in the event of there being no such countryÿ the

onference should then be held at the United Nations Headquarters provided
that the General Assembly convenes two weeks earlier in 1968 and ends by
about 24 November, so that the Conference would meet for four weeks before
Christmas.
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"31.  The Committee next considered the probable terms of reference of the
Preparatory Committee.   It was agreed that the Commission on Human Rights
should be requested at its twenty-first session to select a Committee of
fifteen membersÿthe majority of whom would be members of the Commissi6n.  The
Preparatory CQmmittee should be financed from the budgetary provisions for
the Human Rights Programme or from the funds of the present Advisory Services
programmeÿ   This Committee  should make proposals for the terms of reference
and structure of the Conferenceÿ the draft agenda and the duration of the
Conference.   The Preparatory Cammittee would also supervise the preparation
of documentation necessary for (a) regional seminars which would be prepared
and collated by the United Nations Secretariat and (b) for the Conference,
The latter would include the preparation of technical studies and analyses on
methods used by the United Nations and specialized agencies in their programmes.
The Committee should be authorized to engage a few expert consultants to
prepare the necessary studies.   The cost of engaging these experts would be
met from the funds of the Advisory Services Programme.   As in the case of the
studies for the regional seminars they will be prepared in conjunction with the J
Secretariat of the United Nations.

"32.  A study of the estimated cost of the Conference should be the third task
of the Preparatory Committee which would make suggestions as to the question
of financing the Conference.   The Preparatory Committee should be authorizedÿ
howeverÿ to investigate the possibility of securing voluntary contributions

from the host oountryÿ if one is found, and from other countries willing to
contribute 'towards the cost of the Conference.   To the extent that voluntary
contributions prove insufficient to meet the full cost of the Conferenceÿ the
remainder would he met from the United Nations budget.   Some members feltÿ
howevert that the Conference should be financedÿby means of a
special provision in the United Nations regular budget.
"33.  The fourth duty of the Preparatory Committee would be to recommend the

venue.   If a host country is found this problem would be solved.   Howeverÿ
some members felt that a Conference would be possible only if it were held
at the United Nations Headquarters simultaneously with a meeting of the
General Assembly and perhaps in place of the meetings of the Third Committee
of the Assembly, because they considered that otherwise the cost of the
Conference would be prohibitive.   Other members feltÿ howeverÿ that this
would obscure the impact of the Conference and the amount of the publicity
given to its deliberations and conclusions.   These members felt that the
Conference could be held at the United Nations only if the General Assembly
were to meet earlier and end on about 24 November to give the Conference
four clear weeksÿ  if neededÿ  in December.   This period was also desirable
from the point of view that Human Rights Dayt  i0 December, would fall within
it.   It was agreed that such questions would need to be examined in detail
and precise recommendations drawn up by the 2roparatory Committee.   Some
members felt that the Preparatory Committee should report its findings through
ECOSOC to the twenty-first (and twenty-second) sessions of the General
Assembly in 1966 and 1967.   Others were of the opinion that it should report
to the ÿ-second sessions of the Commission on Human £ights in March 1966ÿ
through ECOSOC in summer 1966, for transmission to the General Assembly at
its twenty-first session in 1966.
"34.   The Committee agreed that a Secretary or Executive Secretary for the

Conference should be appointed at the earliest possible date.   This would be
done by the nomination of the Secretary-General of the United Nations.

"35.   To summarizer the Committee recommends:
"(a)  that the Assembly should decide to convene an International

Conference on Human Rights in 1968 as one of the obselÿances in the Inter-
national Year for Human Rights;

"(b)  that four special regional seminars should be held during 1966

and 1967ÿ  in four regions of the worldI at which the progress made within
Xember States in giving effect to human rights and fundamental freedoms

would be reviewed.

"(c)   that the Commission cn Human Rights should at its twenty-first

session appoint a Preparatory Committee of fifteen members to prepare for the
Conference;

"(d)   that the Secretary-General should appoint an Executive Secretary

to the Conference at the earliest possible date who would be a member of the
Preparatory Committee;
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"(e)  that this Preparatory Committee should mÿe recommendations on the

terms of reference and structure of the Conferenceÿ  its agendaÿ  duration and
vanueÿ  and should direct the preparation of the necessary studies and docu-
mentation and prepare estimates of cost;

"(f)  that an appropriation should be made within the United Rations
regular budget towards the cost of the Conference and that the probable amount
of this appropriation should he made known 1o the Preparatory Committee as
early as possible;   and

"(g)  that reports from the Preparatory Committee on the progress of

this effort should be submitted through (the Commission on Human Rights) and
the Economic and Social Council for consideration at the regular sessions of
the General Assembly in 1966 and 1967."

154. In connexion ÿith section E, the Working Group had indicated (ST/SG/AC.5/5 and

Corr.l, paras. 3-4) that it had become elearÿ after long discussions and repeated

efforts of conciliation, that members would not reach agreement on all points in

the ÿerking Group.   Such agreement as had been reached related to the following

points:   that an international conference should be held in 1968ÿ that a preparatory

committee should be set up to consider the organization and terms of reference of

such a conference  and make recommendationsÿ  andÿ  in consultation with the Secretariatÿ

f

see also to the production of necessary documentation by experts.  The ÿforklng Group

had further indicated that several of its members had found difficulty in dealing

with certain other portions of section Eo   The disagreement had been such that the

Group had decided that each member should have the right 1o take an independent line

on any of the main areas  of  disagreementÿ  viz.ÿ  the four regional  seminarsÿ  the

executive-secretary of the oonferenceÿ financing, the objects and terms of reference

of the conferenceÿ the question as to which body should appoint or nominate the

preparatory committee and to which body it should repertÿ and finally the question

as to whether the possibility of having some hÿember States act as host tothe

conference should be explored by the preparatory committee.   It was in vlew of these

fundamental points of difference that members proposed that section E  should be con-

sidered by the Committee as a working paper rather than as a text proposed for

adoption.

155. The Committee considered section E of the Uerking Group Is report at its twenty-

second to twenty-eighth meetings.   In this connexion the Committee had before it a

statement by the Secretary-General of the financial implications of the proposed

International Conference on Human ÿights (ST/SG/AC.5/5/Add. I, section V).

!i

156,   In accordance with the decision which had been taken at its tenth meetingÿ the
Committee first held a general debate on the question of convening an international

conference on human rights during the year 1968.   On the suggestion of the

representative of Franc% the Committee decided that the genera! debate shou!d be
divided into two phases.  During the first phase the Committee sought 1o determine

the objectives to be fulfilled by a revieÿ of the international human rights

programme during the year 1968ÿ  a matter on ÿ'hicb the Coÿnission on Human ÿights
had made a series of suggestions in operative paragraph 2 of its resolution 6 (2uX);

during the second phase the &ommittee considered the most effective and practical

means of achieving the objectives ÿhich it envisaged for such e review, ÿhether by

an international  conference,  by regional  seminars,  or by other means.    In practiceÿ

howeverÿ the two phases of the discussion were not completely separated.

157.   The Commission on Human Rightsÿ in resolution 6  (ÿq()ÿ had set out as objective

of the proposed International Conference on Human Rights the following:   (i) to

rev:ew the progress which has been made in'the field of human rights since the

adoption of the Jniversal Declaration of RUman £ights;   (it) to evaluate the

effectiveness of the methods nnd techniques used by the United Nations in the field

of human rigbts9   and (ili) %b formulate and prepare a programme of further

measures 1o be taken subsequent to the celebration of H'uman ÿights Year.

158. There was no disagreement in the Committee with reference to the objectives to

be fulfilled by a review of the international human rights programme during the

year 1968, and members of the Committee generally supported the objectives set out

by the Commission on Human Rights.

159.  ][ith reference to these ubjeetivesÿ  several members of the Committee shared

the view that the proposed international conference should not be regarded as an

end in itself but rather as a means of promoting respect for an observance of human

rights and freedoms7 %hal it should not be considered as a means of forcing the

pace of progress in this area nor as a substitute for patient efforts to educate
and inform peoples and their Governments.   Tlÿese members pointed out that the degree

of respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms was not easily gaugedÿ thai

different countries had differing ideas of freedomÿ  and that States were particularly

sensitive about interference in their domestic jurisdiction.   They suggested thatÿ

for these reasonsÿ  anÿÿ attempt to appriase the effectiveness of the methods and
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techniques used by ÿiember States or by the United Nations in the field of human

rights should be made on the basis of careful methodological studies prepared in

a serene atmosphere untroubled by political controversies;   and maintained that the

successful accomplishment of the objectives set out by the Commission in resolution

6 (ÿ3ÿ) would depend on a carefulj expertÿ and dispassionate approach.

160.  Another point of vieÿ relating to the proposed objectives was that the

Committee should endeavour to focus attention upon a single specific and concrete

objective which the conference might aim at achievingÿ such as the full enjoyment

of human, rights and fundamental freedoms in all countries.

161.  ÿ7ilh reference to particular ebjectivesÿ varying points of view were expressed.

?ith regard to the proposed review of progress ÿlÿich had been made in the field

of human rightsÿ  it was suggested that such a review should includeÿ at the inter-

national levelÿ the examination of the functions relating to human rights entrusted

to the Economic and Social Couneilÿ the Commission on Human Rightsÿ and other United

Nations organsÿ together with a review of the activities in that field undertaken

by the specialized agencies;   and at the national levelÿ  should include the examina-

tion of programmes for ÿhe promotion and protection of human rights applied in Member

Ztates.   On the other handÿ some members felt that the system of periodic reports on

human rights sufficed for the execution of the proposed review,

162.  l?ith regard 1o the proposed evaluation of the effectiveness of the methods and

techniques used by the United Nations in the field of human rightsÿ it was suggested

that this might well turn out to be the most important objective to be achieved in

1968 and would be more effective than any other means of achieving better national

and international protection of human rights.   On the other handÿ it was pointed out

that such a review was constantly being carried out by the appropriate organs of the

United Nationsr including the General Assemhlyÿ the Economic and Social Councilÿ. and

the Commission on Human Rights.

163.   ÿ?ith regard to the proposed preparation of a programme of further measures 1o

be taken for the promotion and protection of human rights subsequent to 1968, the

view was expressed that it was absolutely necessary 1o plan such further measures

because the work of the competent organs of the United Nations had not proved

satisfactory.   On the other handÿ it was pointed out that the adoption of a progrmÿme

of long-term aims which did not take sufficient account of the practical

J
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to be overcome in the contemporary world would not be very usefulÿ and that i%

would be preferable to specify a few carefully chosen and thoroughly studied goals

to be achieved during the years following 1968.
164o   One member suggested a fourth objective should be added to the list

envisaged by the Commission on Human Eights:   consideration of the question whether

sufficient importance had been accorded to the human rights programme within the

United Nations.  No formal proposal on this point wasÿ howeverÿ put forward.

165.  IZith regard 10 the question of the most effective and practical means of

attaining the objectives mentioned in resolution 6 (ÿLN) of the Commission on

Human Eightsÿ widely divergent views were expressed by various members of the

Committee.   Opinions were divided on such questions as whether the proposed inter-

national conference on human rights was possible and desirablej whether preparatory

work connected with the confe£ence should be carried out in regiona! seminarsÿ by

expertsÿ  or hy the Secretary-General;   and whether or not the results to be

expected from the conference justified the costs ,ÿhich would be involved.

166.   Some members of the Conzmittee considered that the proposed internationa!

conference was both possible and desirable.   They pointed out that conferences

were a means commonly employed by international organizations and that one on

the subject of human rights would be particularly appropriate both to review past

progress and techniques and to encourage further advances in the promotion of
human rights.   In their vieÿ- such a conference could serve to heighten aÿ'areness

of human rights problemsÿ and of the need to create effective safeguards.   I1

would also give moral support to the countries that were grappling with domestic

human rights problems.   They pointed out that although intensive and valuable

work was being done by various United Nations bodies ÿith competence in the field

of human rightsÿ no comprehensive appraisal of the progress achieved or of the

difficulties encountered in the promotion and protection of human rights had been

Undertakent and that no study of the methods and techniques used in this field had

been made.   The conference wou!d serve to draw attention to United Nations work

in the human rights field,  and the United Nations itselfj  as ÿell as its £[ember

Statesÿ would benefit from a concerted effort to enforce respect for and observance

it
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02 human rights and fundamental freedoms,  The conference would enable States to

participate in an international exchange of information and experience in the field

of human rights in a manner similar to the regional exchanges which had tÿken place

under the programme of advisory services in the field of human rights and which had

proved to be of great benefit.  Moreoverÿ the conference might consider a number

of urgent questions which the existing human rights bodies had not yet dealt withÿ

such as the question of strengthening the executive power of the United Nations

in the field of human rights and the need to establish specia! orgaas in Member

States to co-ordinate the efforts of national and international bodies concerned

with human rights.

167.   On the other handÿ some members of the Committee had reservations concerning

the proposed eonferenceÿ primarily on the ground that they doubted that it would

prove sufficiently useful to justify the expenditure involved.   In their viewt

a review of the progress achieved in the human rights programme could be undertaken

by the General Assembly itselfÿ or by another competent organ of the United Nationst

at its 1968 sessionÿ without incurring any extra cost.

168,  ÿTith regard to the question whether preparatory work for the proposed

conference should be carried out in regional seminarsÿ by expertsÿ  or by the

Secretary-Generalÿ there was also a wide divergence of opinion.  A large number of

members of the Committee were strongly opposed to such regional seminarsÿ  some on

the ground that they would be unfair to those countries whichÿ for one reason or

anotherÿ would he excluded from themy  and others on the ground that they would

disturb the existing pattern of the programme of advisory services in the field of

human rights.   They stated that they were categorically opposed to diverting a

single dollar from the advisory services programme which had proved very success-

fulÿ particularly since diversion of programme funds would tend to disrupt

the pattern of regular seminars and fellowships established under that programme,

These members pointed out also that such seminars could lead to undesirable

political controversies and would not contribute to any progress in the preparation

:[

of the international conference.  It was also remarked that the convening of both

a conference and regional seminars would exceed the available resources and the

needI and that time might be wasted in settling conflicts between the views of

experts expressed in the seminars and those of Governments expressed through their

representatives at the conference.   It was pointed out that other risks might be

incurred if the preparatory work were to be carried out either by experts er by

the Secretary-Generalÿ since this work might involve criticism of the domestic

policies of Governments.   It was further pointed out that neither resolution 6(ÿCÿ)

of the Commission on Human Rights nor resolution 1961 (XVIII) of the General

Assembly gave the Committee any authority to deal with the subject of holding of

special regional seminars.

On the other handÿ the view was expressed that the seminars in question were

essential as a prelude to the International Conference and as a review of the

methods and techniques used by Member States in their implementation of human rightsÿ

to eliminate in this way all possibility of polemics.   It was also pointed out that

the seminars should be organized as well as possible without allÿ¢ing financial con-

siderations to weigh heavily against the proposal and that the participation of

experts could guarantee the non-political aspects of them.   It was also suggested

that the task envisaged for the preparatory seminars could be performed by the

regular seminars held under the Advisory Services programme in the field of human

rights,

169.  The representative of the Philippinesÿ in an effort to correct the short-

comings of the terms of reference ef the preparatory seminars referred to in

paragraph 29 ef the report of the Uorklng Groupÿ proposed that items (a)s  (b) and

(c) of the first part of that paragraph should be replaced by the following:

"(a) to exchange information and experience on the progress and
significant developments achieved in their national pregrammes in the
field of human rights and in solvingÿ or attempting to solveÿ certain
common problems in the implementation of their human rights programmes;
(b) to reach conclusions and recommendations in regard to the means for
more effective national andÿ where appropriateÿ regional programmes in
the field of human rights."
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170.    ÿith regsrd to %he question whether or not the results to be expected from the

conference would justify the costs which would be involved7  some members expressed the

view that the costs would be justified if the expenditures were held to the minimumÿ  if

%he conference served as the culminating point of the activities of the International

tear for Human Rights, if i% emphasized the theme of the c elebration of the twentieth       ÿiI'

anniversary of the Universal Declaration of Hÿman Kigh%sÿ  and if it served to further the,    ÿ,;i ÿ

cause of human rights  and in particular to draw the attention of national authorities to

the need for a programme of further measures to promote and 1o protec% huraan rights and

fundamental freedoms.     It was noted that what was contemplated was not a conference on      ,ÿ-a

the scale of the recent Conference on Trade and Development but one on a more modest

scale which!  if aonvened in conjunction ÿith ÿ regular  session of the General ÿssemblyÿ       L,ÿ

would involve very little extra cost.    On the other handÿ  some members of the Conÿnittee

voiced concern regarding the costs of the proposed Conferenceÿ  which in their view could        Ic

not be fully justified.

171.    Other membersÿ  howeverÿ  felt that such questions of detail should be worked out

by a preparatory bodyÿ  and that %he Committee should concentrate on clarifying the form

which the proposed conference should tÿ;e  and how it should be financed.

172.    With regard to the form of the conferenceÿ  some members felt that it should be            :!.

composed of plenipotentiaries while others considered that experts vould be preferable.

173.    ÿNith regard to the financing of the preparatory measures required by the confereneÿ

there was opposition 1o the suggestion in the report of the ]'ÿorking Group that funds

normally appropriated for use under the programme of advisory services in the field of

human rights might be utilized.    Others referred to the danger of involving the dÿdvisory

Services Programme in regional seminars in which there was a great risk of political

conflict and invective because private experts would be called upon to discussj  and

possibly attackÿ  what had been done by Governments other than their own;   an@ from which

some States inevitably would be excluded.

174.    Believing that there was a consensus of opinion in the Committee on sufficient

points to make a compromise agreement possibleÿ  the representatives of Argentina and

Brazil @ubmitted to the Committeeÿ  at its twenty-fifth meetingÿ  the following text

(ST/SG/AC.5/L.4) to be included in the report of the Conÿmittee as a replacement for the

entire subject matter mentioned in Section E of the report of the %forking Group:

"The Committee discussed the decision formulated by the Commission on Human
Rights in its resolution 6 (XX)s operative paragraph 2ÿ that the Committee should

give "special thought to the possibility of holding an International Conference in1968 to (i) review the progress which has been made in the field of human rights
since the adoption of the Universal Declaration on Human Rightsÿ  (it)  evaluate the
effectiveness of the methods and techniques used by the United Nations  in the field
of human rights and (iii) formulate and prepare a programme of further measures to
be taken subsequent to the celebration of Human Rights Year; "

"Bearing in min8 the need to fulfil the above objectivesÿ which it endorsedÿ
the Committee recommends that the Commission on Human Kights should invite the
General Assemblyÿ through the Economic and Social Councilÿ to

"(a)   Convene a meeting of governmental representatives,  who are experts in
human rightsÿ  for the purpose of giving effect 1o the aims set forth in resolution
6 (XX)ÿ ogerbtive paragraph 2ÿ  of the Commission on Human Rights;

n(b)   Such a meeting ÿould be held during the twenty-third session of the
General Assembly for a period of -- weeks;

"(c)   In order that this meeting mby fulfil its task properlyÿ the Committee
considers that (i) governmental representatives participating in it must be experts
with a profound knowledge of human rights;   (it) its discussions must be conducted
on a technical level in order %o secure the lofty aims for which the meeting has
been convened and criticisms  of individual countries  and policies must be  avoided;
and (iii) the meeting must be carefully andproperly preparedÿ  the %bsk of
assembling the basic documentation being entrusted to a selected group of experts;

"(d)  Arro/Igemen%s for drawing up the ÿgendaÿ the preparation of documents
and other questions concerning the meeting should be entrusted to the Secretary-
General and officials designated by him in consultation with the Commission on
Human Rights or any other organ i1 may designate for this purpose;

"(e)   The resolutions of the 1968 meeting shall he %r s/ismitted to the General

Assembly for consideration and adoption."

175.    There was wide support in the Conraittee for all portions of the joint text with

the exception of sub-paragraph (b) of the second paragraphÿ  which suggested that the

proposed meeting should be held during the twenty-third session of the General Assembly
for ÿ period of -- weeks.    With regard to this sub-paragrÿphÿ  three divergent points

of view were  expressed.
176. Some members of the Committee supported the joint proposal because they saw many

dvantages in holding the conference during the twenty-third session of the General

Assembly.    They felt that such an arrangement would decrease the extra costs involvedÿ

and at the same time would ensure that the conference would be in session on i0 December

the twentieth anniversary of ÿhe Universal Declaration of Human Bights.
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177.    Some members indicated that their Goverhments could agree to the holding of a

conference on human rights only if it were to be scheduled in conjunction with the 1968

session of the General Assembly.

178.    Other members of the Committe%  howeverr pointed out that the date suggested              I

created certain problems.    They expressed the view that it was not appropriate for the       '

rk of the General Assemblyÿ  which was composed of plenzpotentiariesÿ  to be interrupted      I

for several weeks in order to make room for a conference of experts;   and voiced the

hope that the conference might be held in advance of the General AssemblyJs session in

order that the recommendations of the conference might he considered and approved by            I

the Assembly without undue delay.

179.    Still other members felt that the conference might most conveniently be held             I

immediately after the adjournment of the twenty-third session of the General Assemblyÿ         i:'

and suggested that the Assembly might consider ending its regular session earlier than

usual to allow the conference to take place during the first three weeks of December
1968.

183.    The representative of Indiaÿ  on behalf of a number of delegÿtions  wlth whom he

had consultedÿ proposed n series of amendmeuts to the joinÿ fexiÿ  as follows:

"i.    7ÿuend sub-paragraph (b) to read:   'Such a meeting may be held on dates
in close proximity 1o the twenty-thlrd session of the General Assembly to be
indicated by the Commission on Hlunan Rightsÿ  in 8 msilner which wlll be least

expensive to the United Nations; I

"2.    Amend sub-paragraph (c) to read:   'In order that this conference mÿ:y
fulfil its task properlyÿ  the Commlittee would recommenÿJ for the consideration of
the Commission on Human Rights that governmental representatives participating in
it may be experts conversant ÿ'ith human righ'os;   its discusslons must be conducted
with a view to securing the lofty alms for which the conference is convened,  in
which eriticism of individual countries  and policies should be avoided,  and the
documentation gad preparatory work for the conference should be cÿ'ÿrefuily and

properly-prepared with the help of a group of exÿerts to be selected by the
Secretary-Gener al; i

180.    Some delegations were prepared to agree to having'the conference convened either

immediately before or immediately after the General Assemblyls sessionÿ provided $ha%

none of the Assemblyls time was pre-empted by the conference.

181.    With regard to the proposal,  in the joint textÿ that the task of assembling the

basic documentation for the conference should he entrusted to "a selected group of

experts%  the question was raised how the experts ÿould be selecfed and what the financia7

implications might be.    It was pointed out thcÿ it was important that all regionsÿ  all

legal systems,  and all culttlres should be represented among the group ofexperts3  and

that special consideration should he givenÿ in selecting members of thai group, to ÿhose

parts of the world which were most in need of efforts to promote human rights.    The

question was also raised as to the proportion of the group which would be experts in

civil and political rights and the proportion which would be experts in economicj  social

and cultural rights9   in this connexion it was pointed out thai in order to secure a

well-balanced reviewÿ the gro up must contain experts on all human rights.

182.    The representative of the United Kingdomÿ howeverÿ proposed thai the words
"a selected group of," should be deleted from paragraph (c)  (iii) of the Argentine-

Brazilian text  as unnecessary.

"3.    In sub-paragraph (d), replace the words "should be entrusted toI  by
• Imay be done  as usual by',  and replace the words  !or any other organ it may

designate for this purposeI  by the words  land/or the General Assemblyl.

IR4.    The Committee agreed that in the first line of sub-paragraph (a) the word "arc"

should be replaced by the words "Shouldÿ  as far as possible,  be";   that sub-pP2agraph (c)

(i) should read:   "governmental representatives peÿrtioipating in it should he iÿersons
conversant with human rights";   that in sub-paragraph (c)  (iii) the words "a selected

group of experts" should be replaced by the words  "selected. experts";   that in the same
sub-paragraph the words  "basic  documentation"  should be replaced  by 1he wordÿ "necessÿl-y

technical studies" and thaf in sub-paragraph (d) the word "docaments" should be replaced

by "other doclhÿentation".

185.    With regard to the Indian proposal to replace ibe word "durilÿg" in sub-parugraph(b)

by the words  "on dates ill Close proxizlitv to"ÿ  there w::s discussion in the Committee.

While many members of the Committee could accept the Indian proposal,,  one nlember stated

that if the word "duri.*ig" wus changed,  he would he unable to accept the compromise text

as a ÿvhole.    The- same member objected to a suggestion that suh-poregraph (b)  should be

deleted on the ground that he considered iT. 1.o be  an essential pÿrt of the conu)romise text.

186,    In vlew of the divergent views  strongly hÿid by various melllbers o[ÿ the Cummitteeÿ

it was suggested thai the ratter should be left open,  either by reforrinÿ in the reporT.

to the Three possibilities - @onvening the meeting before,  durlnÿ  or after the twenty-

third session of the ÿenernl .ÿ-ssembly -or by stating that the time  ÿnd pl::cÿ= should be

chosen later by an appropriate [hired Notions body.    7ÿnoÿher propesÿl was Lha$ the

: RaPpOrteur should be authorized tc record-the different points  of vleÿ- in the present reporl
leaving the Commission on Human Rights free to decide the question oÿ" the date of the

i
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187.    In view of the desire expressed by several members of the Committee that a positive

recommendation of some sort should be put forward by the Committee on %he question of the

scheduling of the proposed oonferenceÿ an effort wÿs made to reach a consensus of opinion.

In this connexion the representative of Costs Rice proposedÿ  at the twenty-seventh meeting

of the Committe% that the wording of sub-paragraph (b) should be revised to reed as

follows:    "Such a meeting would be held,  in the opinion of some delegatesÿ immediately

prior to the beginning of the twenty-third session of the General Assembly, during the
sessionÿ in the opinion of othersÿ  and once the Assembly had completed its work, in the

opinion of another group of delegates."    The representative of Guatemala suggested that

the text of sub-pÿragraph (b) might be replaced by the words,  "Such a meeting would be

held in 1968"ÿ it being understood that the various points of view eÿ--pressed in the

Committee would be reflected in the present report.    The representative of Lebanon

suggested that sub-paragraph (b) should be replace£ by the following text:   "The

representatives were unable  %o reach agreement on the date of the meeting.    Some

representatives stressed that they could not agree to a meeting unless it was held during

the regular 1968 session of the General Assembly.    Some representatives stressed that

they could not agree to a meeting unless it was held outside the regular sessionÿ  i.e.

just before or just after the session.    Some representatives suggested that it should be
left to the Commission on Human Rights to settle the matter.    All representatives agreed

on the need to keep the conference expenses to a minimumÿ  every effort being made to achieve
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optimum results."
188.    After considering these alternative textsÿ the Coÿuittee decided to adopt the

suggestion of the representative of Costa Rice.

189.    The representative of ÿrance reiterated that his delegation could accept the

convening of a conference only if it was expressly stated that the conference would be

"held during the twenty-third session of the General Assembly".    He pointed out that it

was his delegation's understanling that the Committee had taken a formal decision to

consider the Working GroupIs report in such a way that recourse to voting would be

in order to encourage unanimous agreement.    It was still possible 1o reverse that decisi°n{y

but if that was done it shouli be done clearly and formally.    In his view the Argentine-
Brazilian proposalÿ  which had :sen put forward as a compromiseÿ  should have been

in that spirit, but if unanimitÿ was impossible one of two courses sheuld have been adop%e
either the disagreement should have been fully and precisely recorded in the present

orÿ because of the particular £ifficulty of the questionÿ the Committee should have

reverted to the normal procedure of voting.    In this connexion it was pointed out by           :

the Chair that the Cozÿsittee had applied the procedure it had followed so far to the

effect that it 'had adopted the decisions by a mettled of consensus with the understanding

that the reservations expressed would be mentioned in the present report.    The ruling          ;[

of the Chair was that the proceeding was perfectly in order and the one to be followed,

The representative of France objected to such a procedureÿ noting that the "consensus

procedure" is compatible with reservations but not with opposition and therefore he              !,

announced that his delegation no longer associated itself with any of the decisions

taken in connexion with section E of the ]7orking Groupls report.                                           !

190.   With reference to sub-ps_ragraph (d) ef the joint proposalÿ%he representatives of        i
f

Argentina and Brazil accepted the umendmen% which had been proposed by the representative        i

of India (see paragraph 183),    Tlle representative of the Philippines proposed that the         i

Commissioÿl on the Status of ÿomen should be mentioned in the  sub-paragraphÿ  along with

the Commission on Humÿu Rights and the General Assembly.

191.    In order to take into account these points of view,  the Chairmo/l suggested that

sub-paragraph (d)  should be revised to read:   "7mrangements for drawing up the agendaÿ

the preparation of further documentttion and other questions concerning the meeting should     I[

be done as usual by the Secretary-General and officials designated by him in co-operation      [i

with the General Assemblyÿ the Coÿmlission on Human Rights and the Commission on the Status

of ÿ'omen."    This.formulaiion was approved by the Committee.

192.    The Committee accordingly submits the following recommendation:

XV

The Co,nitres gave a great deal of attention to the holding of an international

Conference during the International Yesÿ for human Rigbts 1968.    The Committee had

before itÿ  in this connexionÿ  the observations on the programme of measures emd

activities for the  International Year which had been received from Governments

(ST/SG/AC.5/4 and Add.l-10),as wel! as a statement of the finalcial implications of

the proposed conference (8T/SG!:_C.5/5/ÿdd.1, section V).   The most important eÿea

of discussion was the'formulation of the purposes of the conferenceÿ whether it

would provide an effective medium or forum for the purposes stated in resolution 6

(XX) of the Commission on Human bights,  and how best it could make a lasting

contribution to the cause of human rights within the meaning of General Assembly

resolution 1961 (XVIII).
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In this connexion the Committee discussed in particular the decision

formulated by the Commission on Human Rights in its resolution 6 (XX)ÿ  operative

paragraph 2ÿ %ha% the Committee should give "special thought to the possibility

of holding an International Conference in 1968 to (i) review the progress which

has been made in the field of human rights since the adoption of the Universal

Declaration on Humÿn Riglÿsÿ (it) evaluate the effectiveness of the me%hods and

techniques used by the LLnited Nations in the field of human rights and (iii) formulate

and prepare a programme of further measures to be taken subsequent to the celebration

of Human Rights Yeÿ";

Bearing in mind the need to fulfil the above objectives,  which it endorsedÿ the

Committee recommends that the Commission on Human Rights should invite the General

Assemblyÿ through the Economlc and Social Councilÿ  to

(a)   Convene a meeting of governmental representativesÿ who should,  as far as

possible, be experts in humÿ righ%sÿ for the purpose of giving effect to %he aims set

forth in resolution 6 (X]{)ÿ operative paragraph 2ÿ  of the Commission on Human Rights;

(b)   Such a meeting would be heldÿ  in the opinion of some delega%esÿ immediately

prior to the beginning of the twenty-third session of the General Assembly;   during %he

session,  in the opinion of others;   and once the General Assembly has completed its

work, in the opinion of another group of delegates.

(c)   In order that this meeting may fulfil its task properlyÿ the Committee

considers that (i) governmental representatives participating in it should be persons

conversanÿ with human rights;   (it) its discussions must be conducted on a technical

level in order to secure the lofty aims for which %he meeting has been convened and

criticisms of individual countries and policies must be avoided9   (iii) the meeting

must be carefully and properly preparedÿ the task of preparing %he necessary technical

studies being entrusted to selected experts.

(d)  Arrangements for drawing up %he ÿ]gendaÿ  the preparation of further

and other questions concerning the conference should be done as usual by the SecretamY-i:I

General and officials designated by him in co-operation with %he ÿeneral Assembly, the

"Economic and Social Councilÿ the Coÿmissibn on Hu]nan Rights o/id %he Commission on the

Status of Women.

(e)  The resolutions of the 1968 meeting shall be transmitted to the General      'ÿi

Assembly for consideration and adoption.


